
Excess Funds Proposed Motion 
Written by Helen V, Mike S, Patrice C, Ron P and dated March 4, 2021. 
 

Proposed Motion 

Washington Area shall amend its Bylaws such that, at the end of each calendar year, WA Area 
AFG will set aside 50% of the money above the Ample Reserve (formerly Prudent Reserve), 
defined as the excess funds, for Area projects while sending the other 50% to WSO.  The excess 
funds will be spent on WA Area Outreach, Alateen, operational or on other WA Area special 
projects (See Appendix 1 for Sample Project List).   
 
Each year, the WA Area Chair will appoint an advisory committee of up to 7 members to include 
the Chair and Delegate to determine how to spend the excess funds during the new year.  If any 
excess funds remain unspent during the new year, those funds will return to the Area.   
 

Background 

Currently, our Bylaws state that at the end of each year, WA Area gives the World Service Office 

all funds above our Ample Reserve (See Appendix 2, Articles of Incorporation of Washington 

Area AFG and WA Area Handbook, Section 6B-9 Legal Finances.) 

 

Knowledge Based Decision Making (KBDM) Questions 

1. What do we know about our members’ (and prospective members’) needs, wants, and 

preferences that relate to this issue? (What purpose would this serve? Is it necessary? 

Is it helpful?)  

 

a) Al-Anon has but one purpose: to help friends and families of alcoholics.  
b) Individuals donate to their Groups, who in turn donate to their Districts, Alateen, 

AIS, WA Area and WSO to support that level of Al-Anon/Alateen. 
c) All levels of Al-Anon donate to WSO to support our spiritual mission. 
d) There is need for financial transparency on how excess funds would be used. 
e) Some members feel this is an important item that should be discussed annually at 

Assemblies.  Money above our ample reserves have been set aside to benefit WA 
Area in 2009, 2013, 2014, and 2020. 

 

2. What do we know about our resources and our vision for Al-Anon and our meetings 

that are relevant to this issue? (What are our resources? Can we afford it? Do we have 

enough volunteers to make it happen? Do we have any background information in our 

archives that can help us answer this question?)  

Al-Anon’s primary purpose is to help families and friends of alcoholics. There are many 

ways to do this, including, contributing monies to the WSO to reach the worldwide 

fellowship. To keep some of our excess funds here would have a direct impact on those 

still suffering from the family disease of alcoholism in Washington Area. 



There are plenty of WA Area AWSC members who would be willing and able to 

participate in an advisory committee to help determine how to spend the excess funds. 

Here are some ways Washington Area has shown itself to be a self-supporting 
organization:  
 

a. Our WA Area Annual Budget is approximately $35,000. 

b. Our Ample Reserve increased to $10,000 in 2010 and $15,000 in 2013.  

c. Our WA Area Speaker’s Convention, which started in 2014, has raised between 

$1,470.80 and $7,954.10 each year.  Since the income from this fundraiser is not 

known until October or November those funds typically go to WSO as there is 

currently no opportunity to spend them at the end of the calendar year. 

d. We have paid the full expense to WSO for our Delegate’s attending the World 

Service Conference in most years. 

e. In 2009, 2013, 2014, and 2020 approved motions set aside excess funds for WA 

Area expenditures.  (See Appendix 3, for details.) 

f. WA Area does not know the amount within WA Area that our districts, groups, 

and individual members donate throughout the year to WSO, including quarterly 

appeals. As you can see in the table below, WA Area’s contribution to WSO is a 

very small percentage of WSO revenues (0.06% of 2020 projected).  

Per our Delegates 2/27/2021 AWSC Report WSO YTD November 30, 2020 

  

 YTD Actuals Revised Budget Original Budget 

Revenue    

Literature Sales- net $1,724,261 $1,750,000 $2,900,000 

Contributions $2,883,804 $2,445,000 $2,000,000 

Other income $304,381 $525,100 $743,160 

Total Revenue $4,912,446 $4,720,100 $5,643,160 

    

Total Expenses $4,537,838 $5,069,900 $5,773,026 

    

Net Increase 
(Decrease) 

$374,608 ($349,800) ($129,866) 

 

g. WA Area donations to WSO have been between $3,054.47 to $12,539.66 

between 2012 and 2018, with an average of $6,841. So, this Motion would 

propose on average a reduction of $3,420 to WSO or 0.17% of WSO’s projected 

contributions for 2020 or 0.06% of their total revenue. WA Area’s contribution to 

WSO is a minimal percentage of their revenues. 

 

 

 

 



3. What do we know about our “culture” and “environment” that is relevant to this 

discussion? What are the implications of our choices: pros and cons? (How would this 

affect our meeting?/our fellowship?/newcomers?/Al-Anon (and AA) as a whole? The 

advantages might be…..The disadvantages might be….)  

Culture and Environment: 

• Our current culture, with the COVID-19 pandemic, has ushered Al-Anon/Alateen 

into the electronic age at a time when the effects of alcoholism have risen in 

society and the need for Al-Anon/Alateen services is at a premium. 

• In support of the Primary Purpose of Al-Anon/Alateen, to help families and 

friends of alcoholics, the need for a coordinated and broad outreach effort has 

never been higher. 

• When WSO has put out a plea for help in recent years, WA Area, including its 

Districts and Groups, has responded appropriately to help WSO. 

• In asking other Areas how they deal with excess funds and special projects, we 

heard back from two. Here’s the summary: 

N. California Area has an annual budget of over $150,000, with special project 

funding of $20,000 to $25,000 per year.  Their Area’s WSO donations have been 

$2,689 and $3,471 for 2019 and 2020. 

Connecticut Area is small with a budget line item of $6000/year for Area Public 

Outreach projects. This includes over 50% of the funds providing outreach 

posters, business cards, etc. for professional conferences/large health fairs, as 

well as providing mass media/billboards. 

Pros and Advantages: 

• It would benefit and energize WA Area Al-Anon to utilize a portion of WA Area’s 

excess funds, some derived from the Speaker’s Convention generally held 

annually in September, on a wide range of Special Projects such as operations, 

Archives, Public Outreach, Alateen and other WA Area Al-Anon services. 

• This motion would avoid a repetitive effort while achieving the same goals, allow 

additional time for other Area business, and workshops to be conducted during 

Assemblies (i.e., 2009, 2013, 2014, and 2019 motions, see Appendix 3). 

• WSO will continue to directly benefit financially from WA Area because each 

year we would automatically send 50% of the amount over our Ample Reserve.   

• This very small impact to WSO’s revenues could yield huge benefits to WA Area 

Al-Anon. 

Cons and Disadvantages: 

• We will send, on average, $3,420 less money to WSO each year. 

 



4. What are the ethical implications of our choices? Will our decision be consistent with 

our spiritual principles, policies, and the 12 Steps, Traditions, and Concepts? (What are 

the ethical implications of our choices? Is our decision legal? Are our decisions within 

our spiritual principles, policies, and legacies? Does our Service Manual provide any 

guidance about this issue? Will our decisions help us fulfill our primary purpose? If we 

decide to take an action, will it be the “right” thing to do?)  

 

• Concept 12/Warranty One states:  

▪ That only sufficient operating funds, including an ample reserve, be its 

prudent financial principle. (from Reserve Fund Guideline G-41) 

• Area Reserve Fund: [taken from Reserve Fund Guideline (G-41)] 

An Area’s financial obligations are undoubtedly larger than that of a district or 

group and as a result may find it prudent to have a Reserve Fund. The amount of 

reserve may be dependent upon its budget, the extent of responsibilities it has 

chosen to cover, for use in the event of an emergency, or to fund special 

projects. The cost of providing services to the Area is what should be considered.  

• The WA Area Handbook, Section 3B-18, Officers and Coordinators, Under Other 

Officer Duties (for the Treasurer), states that “The Area Treasurer may initiate an 

appeal letter or request a fund raiser if the Prudent Reserve (15,000.00) is not 

maintained by the Area.” 

 

This implies that whenever the Prudent Reserve (now referred to as the Ample 

Reserve) dips below $15,000 the Treasurer should consider sending out an 

appeal letter or request a fund raiser. This indicates that the Ample Reserve 

should only be utilized in dire circumstances, as has been WA Area’s historical 

usage of these funds. 

• Nowhere does it state that funds from WA Area’s Bylaws Ample Reserve 
(formerly called a Prudent Reserve) may be utilized for Special Projects. There are 
seven (7) times where “Prudent Reserve” has been addressed in our Motion log. 
Not a single one discusses Special Projects. (See Appendix 4).  It appears that WA 
Area, due to our autonomy, differs from the guidelines outlined in the Al-
Anon/Alateen Service Manual. 

• It is confusing and rather inaccessible for how to utilize the Ample Reserve. 

• Using excess funds for WA Area does not divert us from our primary spiritual 

aim. Setting aside excess funds abides by Traditions 6 and 7 (See Appendix 4). 

 

5. What do we wish we knew, but don’t? (We might need to do some additional work or 

research to help us make a sound decision.) (After our best efforts to answer these 

questions, and through listening with open minds and hearts, we make a decision and 

trust in ourselves and our Higher Power.)  

 

• We do not know how most Areas spend their end of year excess funds nor how 

they fund special projects. 



Appendices 

 
Appendix 1 - Sample project list for consideration including but not limited to:  

1) An enhanced archival system, so as to not lose our history 
2) Computers and software for Area Panel members 
3) Simultaneous Interpretations (Spanish, ASL, and other languages common to WA Area 

communities) 
4) Translation of the WA Area Handbook (at minimum Spanish) 
5) Public Outreach across WA Area 

a. Media Outreach 
b. Paid Advertisements 
c. Posters 
d. Booth rentals at professional conferences 

6) Focus on Information Services 
7) Alateen 
8) Scholarships 
9) To be determined, based upon need 

 

*Several of these items have been discussed for years. Now is the perfect time for WA 
Area to embrace the opportunities before us to enhance our collective (or systematic) 
effectiveness utilizing our financial resources and todays’ technology.  
 

 
Appendix 2 – Articles of Incorporation of Washington Area AFG 
In WA Area Handbook Section 6 Legal  

Section 6B-9 
Under Article 8- Finances 

Section 7. Prudent Reserve Funds may accumulate in the checking account of the 
WAAFG or be transferred to a special account to ensure the continuation of services in 
the event of a sudden or severe shortfall of income. If the funds at the end of the fiscal 
year exceed the Prudent Reserve amount established by the Assembly, the excess, 
unless otherwise voted by the Assembly, will be distributed to Al-Anon Family Group 
Headquarters, Inc., a 501(c)(3) entity. 

 

Appendix 3 – Past Washington Area Motions utilizing Excess Funds 

2009 Pre-Conference Chelan, WA 
Washington Area shall establish a secondary checkbook reserve in order to cover year-end 
expenses that have not been reimbursed by December 31. These funds shall be disbursed, and 
the total subtracted from the December 31 balance, before distributing funds above the 
prudent reserve to Al-Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc. All reimbursement forms from the 
previous year must be delivered to Treasurer no later than the following year’s first AWSC 
Meeting. The Treasurer shall mail a check for the excess funds to Al-Anon Family Group 
headquarters, Inc. as soon as possible after the following Pre-Conference Assembly. 



 
2013 Pre-Con Everett, WA 
That Washington Area AFG set aside $5,000.00 for additional expenditures in 2013 for 
additional expenditures in 2013 from the 2012 ending account balances, prior to forwarding 
excess funds to WSO.  
 
2014 Fall Assembly Federal, WA 
That Washington Area set $7,200.00 aside in the ample reserve account until discussions at Fall 
Assembly 2014 indicate where funds are needed. Immediately after Fall Assembly 2014 the 
Chair will appoint a Task Force of three Budget Committee members and three District 
Representatives by draw of the lot. They will determine how the funds will be distributed and 
we will trust their decision and the funds will be distribute prior to the end of the year. 
 
2020 Fall Assembly, Zoom 
Use up to $4,000.00 of Washington Area excess funds from fiscal year 2020 for Area Outreach 
projects as determined by a special outreach task force. 
 
Appendix 4 - Reserve Fund, Traditions 6 and 7 
 

Reserve Fund:  
Warranty One recommends that an ample reserve be the prudent financial 
principle of the World Service Conference. This ample reserve, created from the 
generosity and abundance of the members, ensure the continuation of the 
important Twelfth Step work of Al-Anon Family Groups and the funding of 
special projects [See Page 105 of the Al-Anon/Alateen Service Manual 2018-
2021, version two(2)] 

 
Area Reserve Fund: [taken from Reserve Fund Guideline (G-41)] 

An Area’s financial obligations are undoubtedly larger than that of a district or 
group and as a result may find it prudent to have a Reserve Fund. The amount of 
reserve may be dependent upon its budget, the extent of responsibilities it has 
chosen to cover, for use in the event of an emergency, or to fund special 
projects. The cost of providing services to the Area is what should be considered.  
The following suggestions are submitted as a guide to prudent planning for an 
ample reserve:  

• Set a goal of six months' to one year’s operating expenses.  
• Reserve Funds are increased each year, when possible, until the goal 
amount is reached.  
• Some Areas use reserve funds to save money to fund future obligations 
(such as Delegate’s equalized expenses to the WSC or to send 
representatives to other service events).  
• Excess funds from the reserve may be used to fund special projects 
such as a Public Outreach project that will carry the message to those 
suffering from the effects of living with a problem drinker.  
• Some form of official approval is needed to withdraw the funds from 
the reserve (Area Assembly, Area World Service Committee).  
 



Questions for an Area to consider:  
• Does the Area realize funds in excess of its budget on a consistent 
basis? 
• Could the Area pay the District Representatives’ expense to the Area 
World Service Committee if the district cannot do so?  
• Could the Area cover expenses for officers and/or coordinators to 
present workshops to districts if the district cannot pay?  
• What would be the approval process to withdraw funds from the  
reserve? 

 
WA Area Bylaws, Section 6 of the Handbook, Legal under the Bylaws within ARTICLE 8 
– FINANCES, Subsection Section 7 (Section 6B-9) 

 
“Prudent Reserve Funds may accumulate in the checking account of the WA AFG 
or be transferred to a special account to ensure the continuation of services in 
the event of a sudden or severe shortfall of income.  If the funds at the end of 
the fiscal year exceed the Prudent Reserve amount established by the Assembly, 
the excess, unless otherwise voted by the Assembly, will be distributed to Al-
Anon Family Group Headquarters, Inc., a 501(c)(3) entity.”  
 

 Tradition 6 
Our Family Groups ought never endorse, finance or lend our name to any 
outside enterprise, lest problems of money, property and prestige divert us from 
our primary spiritual aim. Although a separate entity, we should always co-
operate with Alcoholics Anonymous. 
 

 Tradition 7 
  Each group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining outside contributions. 

 


